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Abstract

It is sometimes asserted that Hans Jonas would have formulated the precautionary principle because of his awareness of the involuntary consequences of human activity as well as his profound respect for nature. Returning to the origins of the arguments regarding his contribution to 20th century ecological thought, I identify two principal themes in the philosophical enterprise of the German-born American Jewish philosopher. One is a critique of technology and a practical philosophy, i.e. an ethics, regarding mankind and nature. The other is linked to the phenomenology of life and the fundamental ontology of its evolution according to a specific view. In line with this genealogy, I discuss the initial assertion that Jonas’ thinking actually articulates the precautionary principle. Qualifying the two kinds of precaution we are dealing with, I finally offer an analysis of their differences in a strong sustainability framework from the point of view of epistemology.
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and the originality of Jonas’ philosophical contribution to ecological thought must be understood in this context, that is by the measure of his reflections on the natural sciences, and its articulation with his previous studies on the history of religion, which began in the 1920s.

1a. From the Study of Gnosis to an Ontology of Life

It was in fact as an historian of religion that Jonas came to take an interest in the philosophy of biology, then the ethics of nature. His philosophy must be approached from this angle to take the measure of the unity of his thinking, and to respect its fundamental concepts (Pommier 2013a).

Coming from a German Jewish family, from the summer of 1921 Jonas studied philosophy with Edmund Husserl at Freiburg, but more importantly attended the first seminars of Martin Heidegger, whom he would accompany, after studying philosophy and religion for two years in Berlin and back in Freiburg, to Marburg in the Fall of 1924. There he also attended the theology seminars of Rudolf Bultmann, who had just obtained a Chair in the Theology Faculty, and who opened up the New Testament to him.

Jonas would undertake the work of an historian, then of a philosopher, influenced by this double tutoring. Bultmann offered him the opportunity to interpret the gospels (particularly the Johannine text) opening up to him the Gnosticism of late Antiquity, while Heidegger provided him, from his philosophy of Being and existential analysis, a method which allowed him to establish the unity of these doctrines, and to develop an original interpretation. In this framework, beginning with his thesis on the concept of Gnosis, Jonas makes two fundamental discoveries (see Jonas 1934, 1954).

Firstly, while Heidegger’s philosophy allows him to produce a historical analysis applicable to the ‘distant lands’ of Gnosis in the Mediterranean and Middle Eastern regions of the Roman Empire in the first centuries of Christianity, these same ‘lands’ help him to understand better the stature and profound significance of the thinking of his own times (Jonas 1966: 211-234). In particular, he realizes that existentialism, far from its pretensions to explain the basis of human existence ‘as it is,’ is a contingent philosophical experiment, which depends on an epoch and results from a crisis. In another time and space, he finds an echo of another nihilism, one which is familiar to him in spite of a difference of degree: In late Gnosis, Man is already solitary, in exile, abandoned in a pitiless world, prey to anguish, but at least that world is hostile and antagonistic to Man, and not completely indifferent.

Secondly, the shared metaphysical roots of the two thought systems which are evident from the intersecting hermeneutics of Gnosis approached through existentialism and existentialism approached through Gnosis, that is to say a vision of nature containing a certain dualism between man and nature, which Jonas calls a ‘cosmic nihilism’ (Jonas 1958: 323), constitute an ‘ontology of death’ which could well mark the entire history of western philosophy (Jonas 1966: 7-37). Radical and obvious in the Gnosis of late Antiquity, this dualism is subtler in Heidegger’s thinking, but despite this, Jonas shows that one can find there, in the background, a metaphysical rupture between the spirit and the body, between man and nature.

The Heideggerian Dasein, because it is always threatened by the imminence of death and therefore is a question of existence in itself, is certainly much closer to our vital dependence on nature than Husserl’s pure consciousness. But it remains, in a sense, the offspring of German idealism, according to Jonas, in as much as the mortality which it takes into account is in fact abstract and discarnate; in particular, the Dasein ignores the material foundation of existence, its biological imperatives such as its concrete connection to the world we live in, and the fundamental mode of its being, the Sorge (‘care’), is never linked to the material, physical needs of the body or its nourishment (Jonas 1996: 41-55).

Jonas expands this further than Heidegger in two directions: to establish a veritable ontology of being, which is in line with life and its evolution; and to break new ground from such an ontology towards a behavioral ethics, to which end the threats implied by the development of technological power provide him with an additional motive.

1b. Rehabilitation of the Life and Philosophy of the Organism

Jonas looks at exploring the possibility of a relational duality between man and nature at the heart of a new integrated theory of being (after prehistoric animism, primitive panpsychism or panvitalism, or ancient hylozoism) which goes beyond the dualistic metaphysic of Orphic, Christian and Gnostic religions as well as the partial monism represented in parallel by modern materialism and idealism. Therefore, he undertakes the development of a biological philosophy, which would

2 Autobiographical elements regarding Jonas are available in English, notably in the first part of Memoires (Jonas, 2008: 3-183).


4 Concerning this association and synthesis of the two nihilisms, see Zafrani 2013.
allow to take a new approach to the problem and to think
about subjectivity and the world, spirit and matter, soul
and nature together.

Here Jonas’ reflection on life is not ontic, in
Heidegger’s sense of the specific reality of concrete
beings, but truly ontological, that is relative to being
in general. There can be no question of suspended
judgment, relative to separated objects, where idealism
would be the method used for the phenomena of
consciousness and materialism, in complement, would
deal with the physical realities. Rather it consists,
precisely, of facing directly the question of understanding
how these two points of view can agree concretely on the
unity and totality of reality (Jonas 1966: 17).

Even if the undertaking itself is not particularly
original (after all it involves basically reconceptualizing
a ‘first philosophy,’ or a metaphysics), his aims and
method are, to the extent that Jonas undertakes to rethink
being starting from life itself, and around the organic
body which had destroyed through death the ancient
beliefs of a concrete unity of being at the heart of a living
icos.

For Jonas, it is the obvious and inevitable ‘bi-unity’
of our body which imposes and allows us to go beyond
dualism and its dislocation of the unity of being at the
heart of reality, as much as beyond the partial monisms
which flow from it historically and conceptually and
which diminish the unity of being to a single mode
held as essential, either matter or mind. From there is it
necessary to think, by reduction, starting from the totality
of the effective psychophysics of the living body (at the
same time spatiality and sensitivity, determination and
willfulness, matter and freedom), of a monist anatomy
of being with which life would exist coextensively.
Before depending, in a certain manner, on epistemology,
Jonas first of all makes it an ontological question, for the
elementary reason that ‘the living body is the archetype
of the concrete, and being my body it is, in its immediacy
of inwardness and outwardness in one, the only fully
given concrete of experience in general’ (Jonas, 1966:
24).

To determine the specificity of being of life in general,
Jonas’ boldness consists of extrapolating to nature
universally this immediate evidence of the unity of the
human body in particular, where authentic interiority
(the self for himself) and exteriority (the self for the
world) effectively collide, as opposed to the artificial
and abstract opposition of res cogitans and res extensa.
But this daring gesture of assumed anthropomorphism
in the direction of nature requires, to gain access
to the fundamental phenomenon of life, thinking
philosophically of a vital continuity of being which can
justify man’s interpretation of life such as it expresses
itself and culminates in him. Jonas devotes himself to
this idea by means of a philosophy of the organism
coupled with a philosophy of freedom, as representing,
respectively, all life in the world, and the progression
of the subjective horizon of being in the history of
evolution.

More precisely, Jonas approaches and characterizes
the organic phenomenon through the idea of metabolism
(from natural science), which allows him to define the
essence of the being of life as a precarious becoming.
Metabolism is what mediates the relation of the organism
with the environment, which makes it possible for the
former to have, in its physical exchanges with the latter,
an effect on external objects and, simultaneously, its
own perpetual renewal, in as much as it maintains itself
as a living being on the edge of non-being in a dynamic
paradoxical identity, a fragile and changing continuity,
which is precisely what distinguishes it from dead matter
(Jonas 1996: 87-98).

The decisive point in Jonas’ analysis is that
metabolism itself is ‘mediated identity and continuity’
(Jonas 1966: 183), from primitive life forms whose
rudimentary metabolism already contains the germ
of a tendency toward subjectivity (in as much as it
will become progressively more tangible in biological
evolution), to human life, where the latent potentialities
of thought express themselves in the most elevated
reflective forms, without ever being separated from the
substrate of matter.

In doing this, Jonas criticizes Darwinian theory in
that it excludes all form of finality and transcendence,
preferring an explanation of evolution solely in terms
of blind variability and natural selection. It thus
fails to integrate its (materialist) description of the
different organic forms into an enlarged (teleological)
understanding of the essence of life and the human being
in it, whereas the very appearance of mankind alongside
plants and animals in biological continuity should
have led to a reinterpretation of the foundations of the
genealogy of life in light of the unique peculiarities of
its highest form (Jonas 1966: 38-63; Pinsart 2002: 84).
More than an explanation, it is actually an interpretation
of organic development, such that it is recognized
retrospectively not only as progressive, but also as
oriented in the direction of an ever greater opening
onto the world as life evolved from a critical stage
of mediation with the environment, to another more
complex and distanced stage (Jonas 1966: 64-98).
The existential analysis that Jonas makes of this process, until
life auto-interprets itself in man, stems from an immanent
philosophy of nature, where the underlying idea is that of
a finalized dynamic of being, which aims to maintain
its precarious existence and establish itself relentlessly
in the face of non-being, in the form of gradual elevation
of its level of ‘mediacy’ in relation to the environment
within the continuity of life. Biological evolution is the
history of this auto-extension of freedom in the world,
which reunites man and nature in the same significance under the growing mode of ‘care’ (Jonas 1966: 99-107).

Having measured the degree to which life has been forgotten in modern thought, by establishing the proximity between the underlying basis of Gnosticism and existential analysis, Jonas therefore proposes, in contrast to ancient and modern nihilisms, an ontology of life at the intersection of an interpretation of the functioning of metabolism (the question of the organism) and the activity of mind (the question of freedom). On this basis, man is destined for a new task, which consists of taking charge, by means of an ethics of responsibility, certain challenges that technology poses to life.

2a. Moral Imperative and a Critical View of Technology

With mankind, the potential for freedom manifests itself in a critical stage at the highest level: when history replaces evolution in the phenomenology of life. From that point, it belongs to man to determine himself, insofar as he has the hitherto unavailable means to do so thanks to the possibility of moral choice, with reference to his own humanity and to that which has made it possible, i.e. living nature. Man’s subjectivity establishes simultaneously his freedom, his power and his responsibility, and precisely because nature culminates in him (with the capabilities of imagination and reflexivity), he has the duty to preserve it, since he is at the same time the concrete continuity and the highest product of the evolution of life in the face of death. From this inheritance springs a new ethical imperative, which orders him to obey a moral obligation with regard to life and its essential horizon, that is to say the future (Jonas 1966: 282-84; Jonas 1984).

The first element necessary to this progression is that the ultimate end for life, intrinsic to nature, is also a value in itself and a good thing, i.e., grounding bonum in esse. The reasoning that seeks to establish that life and value can be unified in this way so as to finally order an obligation is subtle (Thorens 2001: 143-44; Pinsart 2002:146-52). It requires recognizing the ultimate end of nature towards life, in the sense that the cause (nature) shall not be far removed from its effect (the production of ends in being); to establish the value of such a ‘purposiveness’ as good-in-itself, since the objective preeminence of being over non-being in the phenomenon of life establishes ipso facto that something ‘ought to’ exist, rather than nothing; and to conclude that humanity has a duty to respond to this call of being (Jonas 1984: 25-50; 51-78; 79-135).

If his demonstration of an ‘ought-to-be’ in being is problematic, it is not because Jonas’ reasoning slides accidentally from the descriptive to the normative, but because, at the risk of being tautological, it is entirely normative. The weakness comes rather from the fact that Jonas, refusing to solve the question by the means of religion, elaborates all his thinking on the hypothesis that a rational metaphysics is possible, although he does not really succeed in establishing this. Indeed religious thinking profoundly marks his metaphysics of life when he evokes, for example, the idea of a diffuse (divine?) ‘Psyche’ in all matter, ‘a scattering of germinal appetitive inwardness through myriads of individual particles,’ long before it attains crystallization in organized, individuated life forms. (Jonas 1984: 73).

A second element necessary to Jonas’ argument is that nature, both outside ourselves and within, is now under threat with the magnitude of our powers (although we can still act and it is not too late). Here there is a much more substantial thesis, because both our planet, ecologically, as well as ourselves, genetically, are empirically altered by technology, which plays a central role in Jonas’ practical philosophy. Even if it only represents a process of life embodied in man, a calling of humanity resulting from its practical use of the specific faculty of ‘image-making’ and ‘eidetic control’ (Jonas 1966: 157-82), technology has changed with modernity, both in its modality and in its extent. The unprecedented range of human action, once circumscribed in time and space, and the frenzied irresistibility of technological developments now threaten at one and the same time the biological substrate of humanity and the natural environment which sustains and conditions its existence (Jonas 1984: 1-24). But in doing this, technology has opened a whole new dimension and has distanced itself from life. Is there not here a contradiction with everything that the analysis of the phenomenon of life was seeking to demonstrate?

The response to this question can be broken down into two parts. On the one hand, technology possesses a duality in that it can lead to either good or evil, but that it tends to turn into evil simply by growing. The global and potentially catastrophic impacts of technology on the biosphere are clear indicators of this fact, in that their orders of magnitude in the long term, and their frequent irreversibility, illustrate the impact of the disproportionate success of Promethean power on the distant future.

But, on the other hand, there is the duality of man and his freedom. By the eidetic control that this duality supposes, man’s own ‘mediacy’ to the environment in the phenomenology of life includes the possibility that he can rely on technology to the detriment of the ‘ideas’ of morality and metaphysics, but also that, for example, he can submit the power of his action to some ethical imperative. Man is free to destroy or to create, to act or to contemplate, provided that for Jonas there is a hierarchy in these ‘trans-animality’ modes of man (Pinsart 2002: 129-130).
Thus, the perpetuation of nature, in and around us, is now in question. But precisely for the reason that, with mankind, self-produced ends exist, the dictum that life itself makes on us (in that it matters that living nature is preserved, along with man at his eminent place in it) can assuredly rest on a power of its own, which is the ethical mastery of our technological power and its excesses. However, old ethics are not able to gain control over these new threats and traditional moral precepts can no longer contain human actions of such a novel scale, according to Jonas. The situation calls for a practical philosophical extension towards an ethic of responsibility (a solicitude recognized as a duty) in the direction of the future, which is the horizon of all existence.

2b. Responsibility for the Future, the Ethics of Fear, and Precaution

Because what matters is that the extraordinary gamble of being in the world, and in the first place its ultimate expression in mankind, should not be a failure, one of Jonas’ formulations of the ethics of the future takes the following categorical imperative form: ‘Act so that the effects of your action are compatible with the permanence of genuine human life.’ (Jonas 1984: 11) We must preserve the essence of humanity and the integrity of the world by exercising a ‘power over power,’ capable of maintaining, against our Promethean technology which has been blindly unleashed, the horizon of life and all its possibilities (Jonas 1984: 136-77).

At the basis of this new moral obligation, there must be, according to Jonas, a radical ‘care’ replacing the projections of hope, a ‘heuristics of fear,’ and the anticipation of the threat by the awareness that the worst is possible (Sève 1993). Not only does today’s technology confer on us a previously unknown power, but it carries with it an excessive expansion of effects regarding the foreseeable future, and therefore outstrips what we are capable of predicting. As much as it depends on chains of causes and effects initiated by our actions, this is exactly the reason we ought to assume our new responsibility and an ethics of the future, an ethics for the future.

The heuristics of fear, as an instrument in the quest for goodness –insofar as the survival and the genuineness of being are at stake, invites us ‘in the case of varying prognoses, to give ear to those that warn catastrophe’ (Jonas 1996: 111), but it may also take the form of a ‘material metaphysics’ which allows us to judge in advance, in a categorical mode, certain questions of technology by normatively outlining the ‘image of man’ we must preserve at all cost. The reach of these warnings, and so to speak their substance, is inscribed in their descriptions by a new science, which Jonas calls for in order to ground responsibility in the context of the (probably irreducible) uncertainty of macro-technology. In his criticism of hope as the norm for our activities (Löwy 2008; Zafrani 2014), Jonas suggests that the modesty of goals that such a futurology, inscribed in responsibility, obliges in the first instance, as opposed to the immodesty of utopia, would permit genuine progress with ‘caution.’ (Jonas 1984: 178-204) For this reason, notably, it is possible to draw a parallel line between Jonas’ thinking and the precautionary principle (Pinsart 2002; Pinsart 2007).

Thus does the imperative of responsibility, or ‘responsibility principle’, echo the precautionary principle, the former being a simple variation of the latter, or does it offer it a philosophical foundation for an application in the political and juridical sphere, in the framework of Jonasian thinking as a critique of technology and an ethics of nature? (Guéry and Lepage 2001; Ewald 1997). It is also true that the two ‘principles’ apply to public policy. In addition, the etymology of the German legal term Vorsorgeprinzip can offer an indication of the proximity between the spirit of environmental precaution and the responsibility principle, being a principle of ‘care beforehand’, referring to concern in advance for a person or a thing that is valued, but also for a particular interest, a moral attention, a solicitude.5

But the question of whether Jonas’ thinking actually articulates the precautionary principle must rather be approached from the epistemology of risk. From this point of view, the two principles are far from close (Guillaume 2012). Regarding first of all the content, Jonas puts forward an ethics which gives profound substance to the spirit of precaution, making it a new and asymmetric responsibility which comes from the future and confronts us with the potential (of the) effects of contemporary actions. Instead of manifesting itself in a juridical and political principle of risk management in certain contexts, pre-caution constitutes a general ethics of the future, an absolute moral obligation today regarding tomorrow. Then, at the level of means, Jonas perceived that uncertainty could never be resolved, in contrast with the precautionary principle, which holds that its provisional measures will be reasonably adjusted in line with further scientific knowledge.

The solution Jonas proposes to guide action then consists of combining a full emotional vision of the future with the anticipation of limited intellectual knowledge, subsuming the uncertainty of science into the certainty of metaphysics by means of a ‘heuristics of fear’. What we cannot know, we must imagine and fear (Sêve 1990). This solution points out, on the one hand,

5 However, Jonas never uses the term Vorsorgeprinzip, but the term Vorsicht, translated as ‘caution’ in the American edition, and précaution or prudence in the French edition.
the political weakness of the Jonasian responsibility principle, whose democratic incarnation in the public space appropriate for its ethics to be effective is a question still to be thought through (Pommier 2013b) and, on the other hand, the substantive weakness of the actual content of the precautionary principle in as far as it is moderated by economics (Guillaume, 2012).

The precautionary principle accounts for political attempts of industrial societies to prevent certain environmental risks, according to an incremental and balanced logic which is peculiar to law, without waiting for beyond-doubt scientific knowledge (Bourg and Papaux 2015). The responsibility principle calls more firmly for a radical ethics. In focusing on worst-case scenarios (whose probability is not decisive being based, eventually, on absolute images of the future), the perspective of what is merely possible becomes sufficient.

The precautionary principle, in contrasting only the rational with the reasonable, is too weak from this point of view, and under the pretense of a flexible approach, its criticism of progress ends up marginalized, and only influences change to a relative degree. Human progress remains at the core of Jonas’ thinking and of his responsibility ethics, but the paradigm rupture is more marked there because the precautionary principle, instead of completely illustrating the lesson of the pretense of the mastery of nature it is criticizing, is indeed a subtle version of it.6

Thus, if the well-intentioned attempt at a precautionary principle works on the political level, in that it allows more inclusive forms of government to explore the future, it is destined to fail in the Anthropocene because of the weakness of its content compared with the stakes involved (Guillaume 2015).

Inversely, because it is based on a genuine axiology theory which rests on a profound metaphysics, the responsibility principle supposes a much more substantial ‘spirit of precaution’, at the price, it is true, of a theological ontology wishing to be rational and of a practical heuristics which can complicate the putting in place of democratic procedures.

Drawing from a genuine critique of technology and a profound phenomenology of life, the Jonasian responsibility ethics is the daughter of ecological thought. It is also the expression of a superior form of freedom (which is in fact the only one), which is to say a self-limitation by the endurance of will. It thus provides to the ‘finally unbound Prometheus’ (Jonas 1984: 185) the basis of an ethics of compelling self-restraint ‘in the face of the quasi-eschatological potentials of our technological processes’ (Jonas 1974: 18). By his mediation, Jonas allows us, perhaps, to respond to this imperative of being that we must ‘help’ living nature, and in this way, according to a certain view of the sacred, probably not to fail God.
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Approaches to Finitude: Death, Self, Others
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Abstract

The only real guarantee in life is that it will end, that each of us will die. We are of course aware of this, but we tend to be so in a superficial way, a knowledge of the type that is recognized but not felt. If we do think of death it is usually in regards to someone else’s, and how their passing affects us, not how one’s own passing might relate to others. In the below we seek to rectify these shortcomings and reflect on death with a bit more clarity, situating ourselves initially by a consideration of Heidegger’s being-toward-death and examining his ‘possibility’ with a view directed at authenticity and expectation. Dying and death are differentiated, and what death as annihilation implies is stressed – and this throughout. The framework we have thereby found then becomes an important element in our next effort to discover some approaches to death, to human finitude, that might prove more apposite than the default one. We finally apply our ideas and attempts to ethical concerns about the other, and to how dying – while strictly personal – is never singular.

Keywords: approaches to death; being-toward-death; dying; ethics; existentialism; finitude; meaning

1. Gesture

Whatever the old joke about death and taxes might be, epistemologically death is woefully underrepresented. Do we know that we will die, or do we merely ‘know’ that we will die? Do we think on our own death, and if so how? Can we think on our own death, or is the topic ultimately unapproachable in any but a facile sense? This is a question worth asking, for the attitude that one takes to death influences not only internal comportment but external as well. These are conceptual matters, perceptual and ethical matters, and they are forcefully matters for today, for our digital modernity with its endlessly distracting, instinct numbing effects.

Walter Kaufmann points out that it was Martin Heidegger who moved the discussion of death onto contemporary philosophy’s center stage (Kaufmann 1959), and we too will follow this lead in our own exploration, pirouetting upon Heidegger’s famous being-toward-death as we seek first some clarity on the topic broadly before considering what an approach to one’s personal death might consist in, and thereafter turning finally to how such could affect the interpersonal. Ours is therefore not a study of the physiology of death, nor is it an analysis of death’s cultural position; it is about neither euthanasia nor assisted suicide, nor even about the ritualism of death: it is simply the fact of one’s coming demise. In our thinking on that we place our goals far more modestly. What we will attempt is merely a gesture, a pointing at death from a mind, one hand, two eyes that will – soon or sooner – meet it. In this glancing we can hopefully find at least a little preparation, and in that we may live a bit better while we yet do. We begin with some reflections on authenticity and expectation.

2. Looking, but Seeing?

Almost from philosophy’s ‘official’ commencement death has been a topic of interest. Epicurus, in his ‘Letter to Menoeceus’, issued the famous refutation to the still common intuition that death is a harm with the words:

Death, therefore, the most awful of evils, is nothing

1 That is, from a Western tradition perspective.
to us, seeing that, when we are, death is not come, and when death is come, we are not. It is nothing, then, either to the living or to the dead, for with the living it is not and the dead exist no longer. (quoted in Rosenbaum 1986, 218)

This is of course logical, and Epicurus is of course right, or anyway at least half-right since death being ‘nothing’ to ‘us’ – whether we be Epicureans or not – is a position that not a few find difficult to arrive at. Many years later Sigmund Freud would observe that our respect for the dead often exceeds truth,2 despite the deceased’s no longer needing it (Kaufmann 1959). This excess, we might add, can also run counter to the actual needs of the living that may bear grievances against the departed and be offended at the laudatory way he is being eulogized. Freud succinctly summarized the default position that we who live tend to have towards death with the following: ‘We have shown an unmistakable tendency to put death aside, to eliminate it from life’, and a little further on, ‘We cannot, indeed, imagine our own death; whenever we try to do so we find that we survive ourselves as spectators. The school of psychoanalysis could thus assert that at bottom no one believes in his own death’ (Freud 1918, 7).

This purported ungraspability is a contention that we will do so we find that we survive ourselves as spectators. The school of psychoanalysis could thus assert that at bottom no one believes in his own death’ (Freud 1918, 7). This purported ungraspability is a contention that we will return to, the attitude here described is the one Heidegger directly wished to challenge with his notion of being-toward-death.

Heidegger was concerned with the individual in the midst of the social, the self in the world (expanding on Husserl’s ‘horizon’ framework) into which she is ‘thrown’ at birth, incorporating all of the historical, socioeconomic, biological, cultural, linguistic, etc. details over which none of us have any control. In the default and unreflective mode in which we tend to operate in this setting, death is something that is indeterminate and ‘out there’ in the future, and it is therefore no threat. As Heidegger put it, ‘“One dies” spreads the opinion that death, so to speak, strikes the they.’ (Heidegger 2010, 243) He adds that, ‘Everydayness stops with this ambiguous acknowledgement of the “certainty” of death – in order to weaken the certainty by covering dying over still more and alleviating its own [i.e. the self’s] thrownness into death.’ (Heidegger 2010, 245)

Essentially Heidegger is asserting that death, in the manner in which it is normally considered in our day-to-day lives, is a fact that is recognized intellectually if called upon but not something that is ever really felt. We might compare this to how many of us associate with the sun’s so-called movement: Yes naturally we know that the sun is stationary and the Earth rotates and revolves, but phenomenologically it really does seem as if the sun goes up and comes down, and indeed it is based on this notion – and not the concept of solar implacability – that we direct our lives. Thus it is, Heidegger thinks, that death is ultimately something ignored: we neither expect it as we should nor make any attempts to mentally draw close to it. In this accusation of a widespread neglect of death he does echo Freud (and many others), yet Heidegger goes further and stresses how such a willful avoidance is to our detriment. For a more authentic life, in order to distinguish oneself from the ‘they’ who surround and to better and more fully engage in one’s own being, death must be faced as a possibility.

This term ‘possibility’, in Heidegger’s usage, is an area of some contention but is of vast importance to his being-toward-death, and so let us dwell on it for a moment and attempt to understand – or at least find a response to – what it is that Heidegger may be arguing. Taken on its surface the word would appear to indicate that for Heidegger death becomes a project when it is purposely accepted, when it is faced up to, embraced, planned (in a way) and, so to speak, built authentically. Paul Edwards has written that while this sense of ‘task’ or ‘act’ is the typical reading of Heidegger, and in fairness is based on Heidegger’s own initial use of ‘possibility’, it is in fact wrong, and the fault for so many thinkers mistaking the term’s implications lies with Heidegger himself since he suddenly shifts the way he employs the term and – Edwards accuses – he probably does so to be intentionally vague and therefore appear to be saying something deeper than he actually is (Edwards 1975). Edwards’ claim is that in writing of death as a possibility Heidegger is not writing of the death-moment or a (potentially extended) period of literally dying, but rather of deadness as such, and that not as the state of having already passed (as if something could be placed in to make up a post-mortem ‘state’), but rather as the nullity of every state. ‘Possibility’ really means that death allows no actualization of anything, thus saving us from mistakenly hoisting a content into or onto the state of death. If Edwards is right in his assertion then Heidegger’s engagement of the term runs essentially counter to the word’s definitional meaning itself.

If there is a task or act involved here then it would be undertaken regarding dying, the path to death – whether long or short –, but even there Edwards thinks that Heidegger’s conclusions are unwarranted. He writes that, ‘It is not necessarily nonsense and it may in certain cases be true that a death-producing event is a task and a capital possibility;4 and the same holds for “dying”.

---

2 E.g. in statements made along lines such as: ‘He was a good man, beloved by all…’

3 I.e. ‘they’ as in the anonymous ‘one’ or ‘every/anybody’; in this case with the nuance – likely unnoticed by the subject herself – of always being about ‘someone else’.

4 Edwards states that he considers ‘capital possibility’ to
As universal propositions, however, these statements are quite certainly false.’ (Edwards 1975, 554) Jean-Paul Sartre made a similar critique of Heidegger’s ‘possibility’ as a project of some kind – which, again, is how most have taken it and how Heidegger himself certainly appears to be using the word for much of his analysis – when he pointed out that in death nothing at all is realizable, and hence it is not a possibility but rather ‘the nihilation of all my possibilities’ (Sartre 1956, 537; Kaufmann 1959). Edwards thinks Heidegger comes to realize this only at the end of his discussion on death and hence as a kind of corrective abruptly makes the move to (mis)employ the term in the (new) sense of ‘annihilation’:

> What are we to make of this conclusion and the way in which Heidegger arrived at it? Primarily two things – first, if one agrees, as I do, that there is no survival, Heidegger is quite right in describing death as total absence, and, second, that his use of the word ‘possibility’ is fantastically misleading. (Edwards 1975, 557; emphasis in the original)

Edwards summarizes that, ‘Heidegger is not wrong, but perverse. He uses language which is almost certain to be misunderstood and the misuse, as I have indicated, is not completely unintentional.’ (Edwards 1975, 562; emphasis in the original)

Heidegger’s prose is indeed often overladen, and while I sympathize with Edwards and find his distinctions between a period of dying, a death moment, and deadness as a state to be highly necessary and very helpful, I think that Heidegger might (might, it is often difficult to really be sure of anything when reading Heidegger) in fact be indicating that it is the facing-up- to that is the possibility or task rather than anything else, which if so would then be about an attitudinal adjustment rather than a condition. It is true that in his discussion of the ‘possibility of the impossibility of existence’ in Section 53 (Heidegger 2010, 251; emphasis in the original) the topic does seem to be about annihilation – deadness per se –, but the same extended analysis also states that ‘anticipation does not evade the impossibility of bypassing death, as does inauthentic being-toward-death, but free itself for it’ (i.e. the attitude allows itself to recognize the unavoidability of death), and because anticipation discloses all possibilities, one is thereby granted (or takes?) ‘the possibility of existing as a whole potentiality of being.’ (Heidegger 2010, 253; emphases in the original) To me this is emphasizing the responsibility inherent in working towards and achieving a relationship with one’s own coming death as opposed to the default ‘they’ position as described above. If one can establish an authentic looking to one’s death then it attains a ‘certainty’ that is ‘more primordial than any certainty related to beings encountered in the world or to formal objects, for it is certain of being-in-the-world.’ (Heidegger 2010, 253-254) One’s death finds its place, and that is centrally located.

John Llewelyn also reminds us that Heidegger is expressly focused in Being and Time on ‘concern’ or ‘care’, and that this care a self has about itself and its world cannot segregate any time lines: past, present, and future must all be considered together (Llewelyn 1982). The interpretation of usage I offered as one’s approach being the object of analysis reaffirms taking ‘possibility’ in its usual sense and allows us – if it is correct – to read Heidegger as treating the term consistently and without insinuating any verbal subterfuge on his part. In this I may well be wrong, and I admit that my reading is by no means original in its conclusions, but it does at least fall in with how many other commentators have understood Heidegger. Yet all this hardly settles much and indeed now raises a further aspect, leading both out of and deeper into our roundabout on ‘possibility’: Is one’s personal death actually truly faceable? Comprehensible? Acceptable to a sufficiently meaningful degree? We saw earlier that Freud thought contrarily, and he is not alone in casting doubt on the human ability to come to terms with finiteness.

As remarked, death is not typically a topic that we (the ‘they’) bear in mind in the midst of daily affairs and must-do activities, of the seemingly incessant miscellanea. Heidegger is quite apt, I think, when he insists that death is ‘covered over’ for most of us most of the time, that it is not felt and even if so certainly not as it applies to oneself. An aphorism of E.M. Cioran puts the everyday (everyperson) perspective thusly:

> Deep inside, each man feels – and believes – himself to be immortal, even if he knows he will perish the next moment. We can understand everything, admit everything, realize everything, except our death, even when we ponder it unremittingly and even when we are resigned to it. (Cioran 1976, 159; emphasis in the original)

Simon Critchley too emphasizes the terribly difficult conditions we live under wherein while we must come to terms with our limitedness nothing in our environments is particularly conducive to helping with that, and he cites approvingly what he regards as Stanley Cavell’s central insight of ‘the need for an acceptance of human finitude as that which cannot be overcome’, neither in a redemptive sense along the lines of a religious understanding nor in a willed and willful victorious sense...
such as a Nietzschean ‘superman’ (Übermensch) might imply (Critchley 2004, 157; emphasis in the original). It is, he states, a ‘radical ungraspability’ as we find ourselves mired in an ‘inability to lay hold of death and make of it a work and to make that work the basis for an affirmation of life.’ (Critchley 2004, 31)

From common experience and in reflecting on our own lives this might seem true enough – and it is, in a way – but one problem we need to realize here is that all talk of death’s ‘ungraspability’ or ‘mystery’ or ‘inadmissibility’ et cetera clouds over the simple fact that death is not an object of knowledge, and neither is it something we could ‘lay hold of’ nor ‘make of it a work’ – and moreover this lack of capability is not due to some inner quality of death but rather to its absence, to its utter nullity. On the epistemic side, Richard Cohen writes that ‘death is recalcitrant to knowledge regarding its nature. It is not enough to say that one knows nothing and can know nothing about what death is.’ (Cohen 2006, 29) To label death as a ‘mystery’ or to claim its ‘ungraspability’ carries the (surely unintended) nuance of a continuity of some manner with one’s life wherefore a concept such as ‘knowledge’ or ‘work on’ might apply to it. Here again I think the issue revolves around a failure to distinguish dying from death; the former does relate epistemologically to life, the latter does not – except as the brute fact of being that to which we are headed. The entirety of what we can ‘know’ about that finality is merely that it will occur, it is otherwise – and must be – contentless. Similarly, all that we can ‘work on’ regarding death is the period which precedes it – in other words: one’s life, itself, in its duration and the fullness of which is a dying when death as the end is confirmed.

Heidegger was absolutely right to advise against the penchant to ‘paint’ into death a substance of some kind (Heidegger 2010; Edwards 1975), to think – assume – death were a thing that might be comprehended or created. Emptiness does not sit still enough to be reflected upon – it does not sit at all, it is no object – and it needs no hands to labor over it. Whatever language we may try to use to outline or define it will be wide of the mark because it is indescribable: only silence will do; although that too has its flaws. A thousand things might be said in a single breath about dying and each be correct, but death is not dying. In that crucial distinction death can be seen to not only be unknowable, unworkable, but inapplicable: as annihilation death is not ‘this’ nor ‘that’ as if it had relatable characteristics, and it only ‘is’ in the sense of ‘not’. An attitude to it (it itself) cannot be formed because it ‘is not’ ‘any thing’ at all; however, an approach to the fact that death is what we inevitably face and will reach is something that is formable, and this, I think, is our ‘possibility’, it is our task and our challenge. In this, and I believe we can say ‘in this authentically’ (i.e. in Heideggregate vernacular), every moment of life is dying, and so the manner in which we shape ourselves in that relation will clearly affect both one’s being towards oneself as well as one’s being towards others. This phrasing, incidentally, is intentionally meant to evoke the same being-toward-death that we have been considering, for it is the juncture of self-death-others that will make up the remainder of our study.

3. Facing Finitude

Death then is not a topic of analysis; it is not even a topic at all. It is a fact, a brute one, a datum connected to the biology of life; nothing more and nothing less. Taking death in this way would allow a de-romanticization, a de-fetishization (or at least go a long way in that direction), a danger to which many thinkers appear prone, perhaps induced by a stance that takes death as a ‘mystery’, a beyond that somehow transcends, and thereby falling victim to the temptation to ‘conflate death with an alternative sort of life’ – as Harry Silverstein put it discussing the Epicurean ‘no subject’ challenge with which we opened the previous section (Silverstein 1980, 406) – or in other words, to foisting a content into the void. Another aphorism of Cioran’s should suffice to exemplify this trend:

Life is nothing; death, everything. Yet there is nothing which is death, independent of life. It is precisely this absence of autonomous, distinct reality which makes death universal; it has no realm of its own, it is omnipresent, like everything which lacks identity, limit and bearing: an indecent infinitude. (Cioran 1976, 152; emphasis in the original)

The closing ‘indecent infinitude’ has a wondrous, poetic ring, an expression evocative of some awe, and while it fogs and distorts the view we seek of death in its affixation of quality even while claiming its lack, the pairing still points in the right direction – that of finitude. Since we cannot think about death, since there is nothing in death to think about (acknowledged here too by Cioran), we focus instead on dying, on the undeniable of and unavoidable to which lead only to death. For those who have embraced it in life this finitude has often been taken as an impetus, but to me it can also be applied as a salve. Let us initially consider the more common side.

To take one’s limitedness as a motivator for action is to understand only too well life’s brevity and therefore
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6 Not ‘the abyss’, which carries a nuance of space – and therefore something that might be engaged, filled, interacted with. We must take great care with all terminology.
to stoke the fire, pour on fuel, redouble one’s efforts in striving for X goal/desire/pursuit: an objective that one most probably considers both meaningful and meaning-making. This is taking a decision and bending all one’s might to go after it, embracing one’s internal alarm clock in the quest to accomplish that sought while one yet can. There are many potentially resulting attitudinal permutations of such an approach, but for reasons of space we will glance only at three, taking an illustrative quotation as representative of each.

The first comes from Kaufmann and elicits what we might call ‘the marathon’ view of death. He writes that:

…once I have succeeded in achieving – in the face of death, in a race with death – a project that is truly mine and not something that anybody else might have done as well, if not better, then the picture changes: I have won the race and in a sense have triumphed over death. (Kaufmann 1959, 91)

This is a call to taking one’s life as an exercise in accomplishing, to train hard for the grueling forty-two kilometers one finds at birth, to strap on running shoes as soon as one can, and then to pump one’s legs as hard as physically possible until the finish line has been reached. If one can do that, Kaufmann argues, then all else falls by the wayside. Moreover, upon the completion of this central undertaking and the accompanying accolades (either stemming from oneself in recognition and/or (if one is lucky) from others), any extra time spent is purely a bonus, in many ways irrelevant. Kaufmann goes so far in this as to state that what happened to two famous Friediches – Hölderlin and Nietzsche – in their later years (madness and vegetation, respectively) does not really matter since their works had by then been done. Death may come at any moment; one is ready and satisfied, satiated and full.

Some issues that come to mind regarding this stance is that first and foremost there is hardly any guarantee of one’s being able to actually do what one sets out to attempt. In the messy and complex real world of the practical far too many extenuating circumstances will be involved – do chance’s dice fall in your favor or against it? Might the obstacles encountered be overcome or will they prove insurmountable? Are there enough controllable elements? How large a role does luck really play? Additionally no matter how much effort one makes there is always the possibility that one has chosen poorly and is pursuing something either beyond one’s ken or so dependent on other factors as to be highly unrealistic and therefore unlikely. Furthermore Nietzsche, at least, considered himself to be in the very midst of his life’s great work – his revaluation of all values – when he succumbed to the disease that left him comatose and eventually killed him. From his own point of view his meaning-making project was far from finished. A final counter is that presumably few of us would be prone to taking the months or years following the closure of a long term task very positively if such were thought of only as an ‘extra’, as icing on the cake: a nice addition to a life lived but not a necessary one. This calls to mind a biography of the novelist Kurt Vonnegut written by Charles J. Shields in which the last fifteen years of his life are filed into a chapter titled simply ‘Waiting to Die, 1992-2007’ (Shields 2011). Idling away the days until a welcome death arrives does not seem to match the accomplisher-as-conqueror image that Kaufmann means to conjure. Still, this is certainly a viable attitude that one might form about one’s passing, and it does respond to the call of finitude.

Similarly to Kaufmann’s position is that of Steven Luper, who finds life’s meaning – and thereby the relation to its ending – as indistinguishable from success: in place of Kaufmann’s ‘marathon’ we now have only ‘the finish line’. The quotation we will take from him is this:

Your life has meaning just if, and to the extent that, you achieve the aims that you devote to it freely and competently… These achievements are the meaning of your life. (Luper 2014, 198; emphasis in the original)

In this we again have it that what one is able to do in life is what matters, and indeed appears to be all that matters. As far as what such ‘freely and competently devoted’ aims might consist of, in an earlier book Luper argued that meaning is connected to desire fulfillment, and that desires must be unconditional in order to be strong enough to compel one to go on living (Luper 2009). While the view here is not a direct stance vis-à-vis finitude, it is clear that based on such thoughts Luper would consider a death reached without attainment of one’s goals as indicative of a life that lacked meaning (and possibly purpose), and it therefore seems reasonable to infer that the meeting of one’s chosen objectives would register as justifying, on Luper’s conceptual framework, the antecedent life spent and its necessary ending. This is not to assert that Luper would take the fact of death as a positive, nor that he might think of the
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7 A device, we are only too aware, which typically does not alert us with how much time remains before it rings.

8 What is particularly odd is that Kaufmann, having written about Nietzsche’s personal history in the introduction to his earlier collection of translations and commentaries on the philosopher’s work (Nietzsche 1954), surely knew this and yet included him as an example here.

9 Yet this ‘welcome death’ is nevertheless a notion that we will return to in a more positive vein.
time following achievement as the kind of ‘surplus’ we saw with Kaufmann,\textsuperscript{10} it is just to highlight that for this perspective too death can be satisfactorily met only if one can read into the existence prior to it an affirmative ‘proof’ of some kind. To admit finitude here appears to first require ‘achieving’ meaning.

In response to this we might again point to the highly contingent nature of goal attainment, and to the somewhat chilling consequences this outlook has for those of us who spend year after year in pursuit of that which, try as we might, remains outside our grasp. Luper would have to judge our lives as meaningless on his account, and it is reasonable to think our deaths might hence be labeled so too – a fair finish to failure? Yet how does one fail at living? Not meeting an aim attempted might be called a defeat, but could an entire period of biological vitality be? Even if, on these merits, the life in question was considered to be ‘meaningless’? There is also the issue of Luper’s connection between unconditional desires (and the fulfillment thereof) and being: I do not know many – or any – people that would respond that they are staying alive due to their restriction-free wishes. In my experience most of us carry on living because we do not die, and although there are no doubt certain things that people would say they live for, that is a separate issue from the compulsion to live itself. I do not need to be compelled to go on living, I just do; and then in the midst of that I create or find what I direct my time towards. Might I discover meaning therein? I may, or I may take it from elsewhere, but Luper’s ‘to the extent that’ addendum on his stance that life is only meaningful through verifiable successes appears particularly cruel when we remember the emphasis above on the lack of a guarantee for anything in a world as heavily conditioned as ours.

Still, we must admit (once more) that Luper’s is not strictly an attitude to human finiteness, it is not a being-toward-death; however, given its conjunction of the meaning in life – every one of which is capped only by an ending – with goal attainment, the implications of taking on such a view limit how one could perceive necessary finitude in light of the meaningfulness or meaninglessness of one’s present (which is also one’s dying). Death, as was argued, is nothing – it ‘is’ annihilation – and what matters is the dying, the way to death; if we are bound to see it as one long potential failure, or as maintained merely by a string of desires, then we are left with little ‘possibility’ and quite a bit of the default ‘covering over’: or in other words a focus (an obsession) with what-I-want instead of an acceptance of limitedness. An acknowledged cessation is still a motivator for action in Luper’s account, but it is a glossed over and hidden one, and in that arguably insufficient.

Sartre provides our closing illustrative example on human finiteness and a potential (and intriguing) attitude in relation to it, which, following our previous samples, we might wish to call the ‘finding the right running shoes’ approach. He states:

…human reality would remain finite even if it were immortal, because it makes itself finite by choosing itself as human. To be finite, in fact, is to choose oneself – that is, to make known to oneself what one is by projecting oneself toward one possible to the exclusion of others. The very act of freedom is therefore the assumption and creation of finitude. (Sartre 1956, 545-546; emphasis in the original)

In this selection and pursuit are once more paramount, and interestingly Sartre places finitude as a choice rather than as a fact, of nature or otherwise. Were humanity blessed or cursed (take your pick) with immortality finitude would yet remain as an essential element since the exercise of freely deciding entails limitation – taking this over that – and in such acts recognizing the fragmentary nature involved: by X it is clear that I remove Y from the picture. Self-creation, the path through life that one sets out on, is a reduction, but it is a willed and purposive one, and in that there is none (or anyway little) of the ‘turning away’ against which Heidegger argued. Sartre’s is an approach to life made with eyes wide open to the eventualities that pertain, which of course includes death (\textit{even if} immortal – Sartre is not imagining an alternative world of immortals, he is emphasizing the very known mortality we face). This position strikes me as being readable thusly: I will die, but now I choose, and in that I make my being and furthermore make known to myself this created creaturehood. As with Sartre’s oeuvre generally the openness of human existence and the insistence on actively grasping that openness are what are paramount.

Amongst the attitudes to finitude that see in it a stimulus to exist fully while one yet lives this is perhaps the least objectionable in that it promotes the pursuit of goals and not the attainment thereof. Win or lose, Sartre seems to be saying, what is crucial is to play the game. There is though a nuance here in relation to finitude that I think is slightly misleading when it comes to life as a dying. To write that choice (‘The very act of freedom’) is an ‘assumption and creation of finitude’ is to use the term ‘finitude’ in relation to a narrowing or a limitation of breadth, a whittling down of options, rather than in the temporal sense of length in which we think

\textsuperscript{10} Luper does not differentiate between a ‘great aim’ (à la Kaufmann) with the everyday notion of more general ‘aims’; on my understanding his focus is on the continual movement between making and meeting ambitions rather than on a single overarching pursuit.
when we reflect on the ultimate end of our lives in the moment of death. I agree with Sartre that self-making and seeking that which one actively decides to – and I would stress that ‘success’, attainment, achievement, et cetera have nothing to do with this – are the pillars of a view on finitude that both apprehends and accedes to its inevitability, but to me an emphasis on brevity is more called for than one on constriction, and that because while we can understand the manner in which our choices reduce even while they construct, we cannot come to terms with our outer exit thereby. I will die: all consciousness, all perspective, all experience, the entirety of this so well-known entity, will fully and permanently cease – that is the reality I must look to, and not only the contours of that reality while it still proceeds.

Thus for facing finitude and finding in it an incentive to act, let us now turn to finitude as balm. Albert Camus remarks that, ‘We get into the habit of living before acquiring the habit of thinking. In that race which daily hastens us towards death, the body maintains its irreparable lead.’ (Camus 1955/2005, 6) As mentioned above in our considerations on Luper, most of us live only because we are born, we do not give much thought to it, each day presents its own challenges and demands, and we find ourselves either meeting them or not. The years glide by, sickness and frailty present themselves if an accident or tragedy does not do so first, and then we realize suddenly – much too late – that the fact we most sought to avoid, to ‘cover over’, will no longer be ignored. I will die, I have been dying – all of this has been a dying – and I am dying even now, this very second. Mortality, inevitability, inescapability. Heidegger urges us to face this and find a way with its possibility(ies), Kaufmann to create a life’s (worthy) work, Luper to succeed at one’s devotions, and Sartre to choose and pursue. I would like to add ‘welcome’ to our list.

To ‘welcome’ death is a phrase that could easily be read in a manner which I do not intend here: I am not advocating suicide by this, nor a reckless risk taking, but neither am I necessarily staking a position against either of those; at least not yet, we will consider the important role of the other in one’s death below. Instead, by evoking this coinage in the way I am, I wish to present death as a balm, as an alternative to the attitudes of both one’s personal death as ignored – as a (mere) fact always about ‘them’ (what we might call the default approach) – and as a motivator. Allow me to place a background setting for this view with some minimal comments: We find ourselves alive, none of us deciding either to be born nor the manner and conditions into which we are born, every aspect of our being coming to us in our developmental years as a fait accompli, and we remain powerless to do anything but be buffeted and shaped – stamped and molded – by these forces. By the time we are finally cognitively developed enough to start to think for ourselves we have already been so acculturated and ‘educated’ that we are effectively programmed, ready to be slotted into the existing socioeconomic structures dominant wherever and whenever we happened to have been physically dropped. As John Lennon put it, ‘When they’ve tortured and scared you for twenty-odd years/ Then they expect you to pick a career’ (Lennon 1970, lines 11-12). Our understanding is limited, our reach miniscule.

None of this is new nor especially revelatory, we know this but – very much like death – mostly fail to feel it in the midst of our day-to-days. What I wish to highlight about this fact of our embeddedness is that the act of living is never chosen and, given the biological imperatives and conditioned perceptions that form large parts of that embeddedness, recognizing suicide as an option and purposely not taking it does not of itself impart any responsibility: it does not mean that one ‘embraces life’ simply because one does not immediately end it. If that were the case then everyone breathing would be living authentically and Heidegger could have saved himself the trouble of penning Being and Time (and his host of other works, really). Camus’ ‘one truly serious philosophical problem’ (Camus 1955/2005, 1) of self-murder is provocative but fairly empty – again, I typically go on living simply because I go on living. You too, I would imagine. Camus’ challenge is to confront life and make something of it, as Heidegger urged in his own way and as Sartre did as well (and Kaufmann, on a generous reading of his ‘life’s work’ approach). Yet if we are clear sighted enough we might arrive at the conclusion that even filling up a life to its brim with meaning-making activities and tasks it will yet nevertheless end in the same ignominious manner, and sooner or later every legacy will fade (if we are fortunate enough to even have generated one). For many of us life can seem like that shirt you received on your last birthday: a nice enough gift but not something you wanted, nor one that you would pick for yourself. Well, I suppose I shall have to wear it anyway.

What is it to not wish to be alive but to also not wish (strongly enough) for death such that one makes the very large extra step to suicide? To think and feel this way might result in a life experienced as a passing of the time, as a kind of bizarre purgatory, a sentence being served, neither an acceptance (life!) nor a release (suicide). To such an individual I offer this attitudinal ‘welcome’: finitude as balm. All is and will be well for all growth fades, and all faded grows; the cosmos turns, then turns again. As for the now of living, either pursuing
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11 My thoughts on suicide are somewhat in flux but an earlier argument was presented within a wider context in Oberg 2015.
an objective or pursuing a non-pursuit are equally valid, and neither need be exclusively held. Take your pick today – and tomorrow. We need not have a reason to go on – we just do – and so too we need not have a reason to stop going on. We can take the joys we find or form or discover during life and still maintain an approach to our unquestionable human finitude that is ready for and welcoming of death, of an end. This is a path open to us. On it however we are not alone, and by walking it we perform affect others. That affecting is the aspect which must be our final deliberation.

**4. My Death and You**

Value might have its roots in the present, in what is here now as a part of our lives (be it in a material or purely conceptual or desirous form), but as Samuel Scheffler has argued such must be directed towards the future in order for that valuation to really stick (Scheffler 2013). Our own futures are of course naturally limited, and confronting this finitude has formed a major part of our study heretofore. However, we are also aware of the other in whom we may see or hope for a continuation beyond that of our own transitory flesh. We do not, after all, merely care for ourselves – that is the hallmark of a clinical psychopathic personality – we are also concerned deeply for those who are related to and/or dependent on us, in one form or another, in loose or firm ways. This facet of our being is as much a part of the embeddedness remarked on above as our historical, genetic, geographic, familial, et cetera inheritances are. At birth we fall into a world that is nothing if not thoroughly interconnected. Given this, for each human animal there is ‘a dual value investment between self and community that seems inevitable, an inextricability of self from community’ (Oberg forthcoming), and if we therefore attempt to work out a way of dying – a constant within a life lived, as argued – that takes into its consideration only the singular self of ‘me’ we find ourselves confined in what Edith Stein called ‘the prison of our individuality’, a place where ‘Others become riddles for us, or still worse, we remodel them into our image and so falsify historical truth.’ (Stein 1989, 116) Aside from caring for those close to us, to being worried about their welfare after one has died, how might an ethics of the other fit into the picture being presented here? How might an approach to finitude, to the fact of death, affect the way in which we situate ourselves with those who surround us now – while we still are?

In thinking on this we find Emmanuel Levinas writing that significance in life stems from an ‘authority’ that pertains to one even after death, meaningfully tied in with the sociality that each self both contributes to and receives from, that this indeed is ‘an obligation that death does not absolve.’ (Levinas 1987, 114; Cohen 2006) Cohen connects this idea further with the notion of justice that (most of us) inherently have to one degree or another, and asserts that however we may term such an ‘authoritative’ concept (as ‘justice’, ‘authority’, ‘God’, ‘transcendent’, ‘supernatural’), it is in its ‘imperative force [that] death and mortality make sense’ (Cohen 2006, 37). We will comment on this shortly, but first a further clarificatory note on the topic of futurity and Levinas’ ethical considerations vis-à-vis finitude is called for: Levinas emphasizes that death is always a to-come, something that none of us can ever ‘catch up to’, and thus any kind of being-toward-death simply cannot (on his view) be subjectively integrated (Levinas 1987; Cohen 2006). This perspective does take death as annihilation, but also that we are unable to understand it (Levinas 1987).

In reacting to these thoughts in light of our journey thus far we will likely find the future orientation of valuing (as far as others are concerned) to be a valid aspect of human existence, that much appears undeniable whenever we place the self in any kind of context. Stein is right, I think, that if we limit our reasoning to only this ‘me’ we lose – and distort – a great deal, and in my judgment Levinas and Cohen are also correct to emphasize the care for others we have, but *not in the way that they do*. My death will reduce not only me to nothing but also – for me – everything that does now and has ever related to me. Whatever ‘obligation’ I might have such cannot last beyond my death, and to assume that any could is to make the same imparting-into-death mistake that Heidegger warns against. Nothing at all regarding my post mortem state can touch me during life because there is no state to be had there, it is nothing, I am nothing, all my cares and concerns today about what might happen to my family tomorrow will cease with the stoppage of my physical functioning. The ‘authority’ or ‘force’ is that brief. I cannot ‘catch up to’ death, yes, but that point is irrelevant because death is not a thing to ‘catch up to’ – again, it is nothing at all, it is not a state but the absence of all states, all statehood, all (in our Heideggerian vein) ‘possibilities’ of statelessness. Death is ‘nothing’ not in the sense of ‘empty’ as if it were a container that might have a filling but simply does not; no, death is ‘nothing’ as ‘no thing’, as void, as null. Our failure to grasp the absoluteness of annihilation is the source I think of these conceptual confusions and persistent inadequacies regarding an appropriate attitude towards finiteness.

Yet still the real issue is not death but dying, and we certainly can ‘catch up to’ dying because we already are – right now you have lost (perhaps a good) part of your life in reading this, I am sorry to say. I also disagree with Cohen’s declaration that death and mortality only make sense in the face of an ongoing justice, but not because I
discount justice or find that notions of it are excessively temporal, rather only due to a lack of ‘making sense’ even being a consideration. Humans die, all life forms do: why need that make sense in a rational or justificatory way, as if existence had to be exculplated? Nevertheless, in these thoughts we find that in an approach to death as motivator or as balm what remains is the other, and that if we face death as a mental means to promote action during life (motivator), or as a welcome – and plain – fact of life (balm), still those around us will importantly figure into each. We will finally then take a deeper look at how, and from both perspectives.

In coming to terms with our personal finitude, in establishing within ourselves, and in the midst of our day-to-day suchnesses and thises and thats, an attitude towards death and its annihilative quality, we are in and remain amongst a great many others in our embeddedness, and as Lisa Guenther stresses this includes the fact of birth itself as a part of what is bequeathed. Our lives are, she writes, ‘stretching along between birth and death’ (Guenther 2008, 105), and that however others respond to our death after it has occurred that response forms a ‘leftover’ that ‘helps constitute the intersubjective meaning of my own death in ways that I cannot control or choose, but which nevertheless form[s] an important aspect of my Being-with-others’ (Guenther 2008, 113). We are naturally aware of such while alive, and it behooves us to be cognizant of – vigilant, towards – these facets of being as we shape and maintain (or shift) the approach to death that we choose to take. It may be that after death we are very soon forgotten, or our absence even celebrated, yet regardless there will be that portion that resides, as it were, ‘of’ us although we ourselves have ceased. There is that signification in which the I posited in you can never be fully removed. In the midst of this the lives of those others and for other others will carry on, and the cyclical, thickly interwoven nature involved has ramifications worth considering. Due to this spinning coil, Adriana Cavarero has argued that ‘individual death in its dramatic, centripetal meaning is immediately relegated to the background, as something that in the larger scheme of things belongs to the primitive phenomenon of life’ (Cavarero 1995, 114).

Experientially, phenomenologically, I doubt that a relegation of this magnitude would make much of an impact on an individual as far as one’s personal death is concerned, but there is a noteworthy nuance at play here. Unless we happen to be living – and so dying – during a time of total planetary apocalypse we will think that life, as a system, will continue beyond our ceasing, that however long or short the others with whom we shared our time remember our having been, the fabric of our existence with theirs and together with our environs will bear a contributory mark. For our selves (our being) annihilation will be complete, but for our having-been there is a footprint of sorts, at least for a while. If we find in death a motivator this might spur us on in the manner and constructing of the project(s) undertaken, or if we find in death a balm this might provide a further layer of psychological comfort: inescapable death may be welcome still the more in the warmth of merely forming a portion within the great wheel of birth-growth-decay-death-birth that characterizes the universe we inhabit. The other is central, but not in the individual-as-separate/separable manner that many in the Western tradition have argued for, rather the other is crucial in that very otherness that is partially constitutive of the self, as Guenther, Cavarero, and I stress. I must face my own death, you must face yours, we both must come to terms with finitude, but we do so amongst one another and we factor into each other’s approaches to that facing, that being-toward-death, in whatever form it takes: as motivator, as welcome, or as something else. The task now is to see it.
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